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1. RIEMANN-STIELTJES INTEGRATION
1. Introduction
BROUWER [2] gave an intuitionist version of Lebesgue's theory of
measure and integration, and his theory was further developed by HEY-
TING [4, 6] and VAN ROOTSELAAR [8], and finally, Gibson introduced in [9]
into intuitionism a Stieltjes type integration with respect to integrator
functions. The conditions which Gibson imposes on the integrators are
indeed quite liberal and the theory is a beautifully perfected one which
is, in some points, definitely superior to the classical one. One aspect of
the theory, viz., Helly's theorems, has however entirely been neglected.
Consequently, the theory is lacking in means for an adequate treatment
of the theory of moments and spectral analysis of linear operators defined
on a Hilbert space: it is indeed this shortcoming which forces us to
announce a very incomplete form of the spectral theorem in [10].
Gibson has devoted considerable attention to the species of points on
which an integrator function is defined. This is the strong point in the
theory of Gibson, for he has succeeded in isolating the minimal condition
to be imposed on the integrator regarding its domain of definition; and
at the same time the weakness of his theory, for, the domain of definition
of the integrator is irrelevant to the definition of integration. Indeed an
imposition of a condition on the domain of definition of the integrator
amounts to specifying the minimum number of step functions which the
integrator integrates. The question is however superfluous.
Indeed, only full integrators integrate all possible step functions; and,
once an integrator is incapable of integrating all step functions, it might
just as well integrate none. It is indeed this undue attachment to the
step functions which forces Gibson to relinquish linearity in the space
of all integrators, for, it is not necessary that two integrators do have
some common step functions which they simultaneously integrate.
We shall give in this paper a theory which is stronger than the theory
of Gibson, and which, by concentrating its attention on the integration
of continuous functions permits us to devise mathematical tools which
can be utilized in the theory of moments and in spectral analysis.
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2. Full integrators and Riemann-Stieltjes integration
We shall consider functions and integration on the closed unit interval
which we denote by I. A full function g of the closed unit interval I is
said to be of bounded variation if there exists a real number 0 {: Osuch
that, for every partition
P: 0= Xo ::j> Xl ::j> X2 ::j> '.. ::j> Xn = 1
of the closed unit interval, the variation over P of g
n
V p= Vp(g) = L Ig(Xi)-g(xi-l)1 ::j> O.
i=l
o will be termed an upper bound of the total variation of g over 1. A full
function of bounded variation will also be called a full integrator, and
the species of all full integrators on the closed unit interval I will be
denoted by FBV(I). If the supremum of the real numbers 0 exists, it
will be called the total variation of g; and in that case g will be said to be
of calculable variation. It is to be noted that only integrators of calculable
variation have been used in [9]. In order to show that the theory advanced
here is wider than the theory given in [9], we prove the following theorem.
(1) It is contradictory that each full integrator is of calculable variation.
For, let us assume that that each full integrator has a calculable
variation. To each sequence a of l's and 2's extracted from the binary
fan, we associate a full integrator ga(x) as follows.
Let
hl(x) = X for °::j> X ::j> t, 1-x for t ::j> x ::j> 1;
h2(x)=-m·2-2+x for m·2-2::j>x::j> (m+l).2-2 where m=O,2,
=(m+l).2-2-x for m·2-2::j> x::j> (m+l).2-2 where m=l, 3;
hn(x) = -m·2-n+x for m·2-n::j> x::j> (m+l).2-n
where m=O, 2, 4, ... , 2n-2,
=(m+l).2-n-x for m·2-n::j> x::j> (m+l).2-n
where m= 1,3,5, ... , 2n-l;
We define a sequence gla, g2a, ... of full integrators as follows.
gna= hn, if no 2 occurs among the first n terms of the sequence a;
gna = hk , if 2's occur among the first n terms of the sequence a, and
the first 2 is at the k-th place.
For any n and any r>O, Ig~+,(x)-gna(x)l::j>2-n+1 uniformly in the
closed unit interval 1. We denote the limit of the functions gla, g2a, ...
by ga: obviously, ga is a full integrator, whose total variation is bounded
by 1.
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a = (1, 1, 1, ... ) implies that ga is the constant function equal to 0 every-
where on I so that its total variation is o. The apartness of a from
(1, 1, 1, ... ) implies that ga is equal to some hk , so that its total variation
is equal to l.
According to our assumption, ga has a calculable variation va. From
the assertions (i) va<! , and (ii) va>!, recognized as valid, we choose
exactly one. If (i) has been chosen, then a cannot be apart from (1, 1, 1, ... ),
so that it is equal to (1, 1, 1, ... ). If, on the other hand, (ii) has been
chosen, then a cannot be equal to (1, 1, 1, ... ).
From this it follows that each sequence in the binary fan is either
equal to (1, 1, 1, ... ) or different from it, which is known to be contra-
dictory.
It must be noted that the Jordan decomposition which holds in the
classical theory as well as in the theory of GIBSON ([9], pp. 40-41), cannot
hold for all full integrators, since the total variation of every monotone
function on the closed unit interval is calculable, so that the expressibility
of every full integrator as a difference of two monotone integrators would
imply the calculability of its total variation.
We now proceed to construct the Riemann-Stieltjes integral of a full
function j(x) of the closed unit interval with respect to a full integrator
g(x) whose total variation is not necessarily calculable, but is nevertheless
bounded by some real number C.
j(x) being full, it is uniformly continuous, and hence corresponding to
any natural number k, we can indicate a partition
Pk : O=xo:} Xl:} ... :} Xn-l:} xn = l
of the closed unit interval I such that
Ij(x') - j(x") I< 2-k
for any two x', x" lying in the same sub-interval of the partition P k •
P k will be said to be associated with k.
Let
P: O=xoo :} Xu :} Xl2 :} ... :} Xlni =XI :} X21 :} ... :}
:} X2n2=X2 :} ... :} Xno= 1
be a partition of the closed unit interval finer that P k •
We define the approximating sum
n
SPk=SPk(g(f))= L j(Xi)(g(Xi)-g(Xi-I))
i-I
where Xi is any point such that Xi-I:} Xi :} Xi-I, and analogously, the
sum Sp. It follows exactly as in the classical theory that
ISPk-Sp! <2-k ·C.
If Pk' : 0 = xo' :} Xl' :} ... :} xm' = 1 is another partition of I associated
with k, then denoting by Fk the partition
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O=Xo=Xo' ::j> min (Xl, Xl') ::j> min (Xl, X2') ::j> ... ::j> min (Xl, x m' ) ::j>
::?- min (:t'2, Xl') ::j> min (X2, xz') ::j> •..•..••. ::j> xn=xm' = 1,
we have, as Pk is finer than both P k and Pk ' ,
iSPk-SPk I< 2-k·C,
and
so that
From this follows that (i) a sequence 8 p !' SP2' ... converges; and (ii)
its limit is independent of the choice of partitions PI, P z, ... : it is called
the Riemann-Stieltjes integral of f with respect to g and is denoted by
1
gU)=gIU), or by S f dg. We have proved
o
(2) Every full function is Riemann-Stieltjes-integrable with respect to
any full integrator.
As in the classical theory, the Riemann-Stieltjes integral of any full
function with respect to any other full function can be defined, and the
following theorem holds.
(3) If the Stt:eltjes integral gU) of a full function f with respect to another
full function g exists, then the Siielties integral f(g) of g with respect to f
also exists and f(g) +gU) za- f( 1)g(1) - f(O)g(O).
The classical proof, being quite combinatorial in nature, is also valid
in the intuitionist theory (cf. [13], sec. 376). In particular, we notice for
the sake of comparison with results to be obtained later:
(3a) Every full function of bounded variation is Stieltjes-integrable with
respect to any full function.
3. Extension of the species of full integrators
In the classical theory, an important role is played by the notion of
essential convergence of a sequence of integrators i.e., the pointwise con-
vergence of a sequence of full integrators of uniformly bounded variation.
Helly's convergence theorem then asserts that the essential convergence
of a sequence of integrators implies the validity of the relation: "the
limit of the integrals = the integral with respect to the limiting inte-
grator", where both the sides of the above equality have to exist for any
continuous integrand.
It is clear that the completion of the species of full integrators with
respect to essential convergence will lead to no new integrators, for the
pointwise convergence itself implies the fullness of the limiting integrator.
If, on the other hand, we relax the definition of essential convergence,
as is also sometimes done in the classical theory (sec [12], sec. 4.5), by
demanding pointwise convergence only on a dense subspecies, we obtain
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exactly those integrators as utilized by Gibson, and do not make any
substantial progress in the desired direction.
In order to motivate further development, we remark in the first place
that in Helly's convergence theorem, we have the situation that essential
convergence implies the convergence of the sequences of integrals for all
possible continuous integrands; but, not conversely. Indeed the con-
vergence of the sequences gI(f), g2(f), ... for all full functions t need not
imply the pointwise convergence of the sequence of full integrators even
at a single point. We shall therefore take the second property in preference
to essential convergence.
A sequence gI, qz, ... of full integrators is said to be implicitly convergent
if the sequence of Stieltjes integrals gI(f), g2(f), '" converges for any full
integrand [. An implicitly convergent sequence of full integrators is also
termed a limiting integrator. By the coincidence of two limiting integrators
gI, g2, ... and gI', g2', ... , we mean that the Stieltjes integrals (gn - gn')(f)
of any full function t converge to zero as n tends to infinity. The species
of all limiting integrators coinciding with a given limiting integrator is
called an integrator core; and the species of all integrator cores will be
denoted by BV(I). BV(I) is the completion of FBV(I) with respect to
implicit convergence. G being an integrator core in BV(I) containing a
limiting integrator gI, g2, ... , the integral G(f) of a full integrand t with
respect to G is defined as the limit of gI(f), g2(f), .... If, for a certain real
number a in the closed unit interval I, the sequence gI(a) - gI(O),
g2(a) - g2(0), ... converges then we say that the integrator core G is defined
at a, and write G(a) - G(O) = lim (gn(a) -gn(O)).
A function g which is defined at all points a at which an integrator
core G is defined and satisfies g(a)-g(O)=G(a)-G(O) is called an integrator
function associated with G. If, in particular, g(O) = 0, then g is called the
standard integrator function associated with G and is denoted by the same
symbol G.
It can be proved that every integrator function used by Gibson is
associated with some integrator core. However, instead of giving a direct
proof, we shall derive it as a corollary of results in the next section.
4. The Riesz representation theorem
Denoting the closed unit interval by I, we have defined the linear
spaces FBV(I) and BV(I). We now define the linear space of all full
functions equipped with the norm of the supremum of the absolute value,
and denote it by F(I). F(I) is a metric Banach space. Exactly as in the
classical theory the species of Bernstein polynomials can be shown to be
dense in F(I): the classical proof needs only trivial modifications in order
to become valid intuitionistically. Hence the species of polynomials with
rational coefficients is dense in F(I) so that it is a catalogued space
(see [11]) and every full functional of F(I) is therefore continuous.
Let (jj(f) be a full linear functional defined on F(I). As (jj is continuous
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and hence bounded, it follows that there exists a bound K 1::: 0 such that
11>(/)1 :} Kil/il for every I in F(l).
Denoting
n!
k !(n _ k)! x k(1- x)n-k =Znk(X),
n
we have I Znk(X)~' 1 on I. Since Znk(X) 1::: 0 on the closed unit interval,
k-o
n
if we take any Ck with ICkt :} 1, we have 1I CkZnk(X) I :> 1 on I, so that,
k-O
on taking the supremum,
n
II I CkZnkl1 :} 1.
k-O
n
Hence I I Ck1>(Znk)i :j> K.
k=O
We denote Wnk~-1>(Znk), and, for each k, from the assertions (i) IWnkl < 2-,1;
and (ii) IWnkl > 2- k- 1, recognized as valid, we choose exactly one. If (i)
has been chosen, we put Ck = 0, whereas if (ii) has been chosen, we put
Then, obviously,
n n2 IWnkl:> 12 C,I;Wnkl+2-1--l--2-2+ ... +2-n:} K+l ... (A).
k=O k=O
We proceed to define an integrator core a such that 1>(/) = G(/) for
every I in F(I). To begin with we remark that every function h« which
is 0 for 0 ::;0. x < a and 1 for a :} x :j> 1, is an integrator function. To prove
this we define an implicitly convergent sequence of full integrators
ha', ha", hall/, ... as follows:
ha(p)(x)=O for O:j> x:} a-2-p
= 1 for a ::;0. x :} 1
and it proceeds linearly between a - 2-p and a.
Given any full function I,
a
ha(p)(f) = 2P S I(x)dx
a-2- P
which converges to I(a) for any continuous function I, as p tends to
infinity. Hence the sequence ha' , ha" , .•• is implicitly convergent and
therefore determines an integrator core with which the function ha is
associated. The above reasoning can immediately be extended to piecewise
continuous functions which arc continuous except for a finite number
of jumps, for, such a function is a finite linear combination of full functions
and functions of the type ha.
We now define an integrator core G by specifying an implicitly con-
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vergent sequence of piecewise continuous integrator functions gl, g2, ...
where
gn(X)=O for x=O,
1
=Wno for o<X< -,
n
1 2
=WnO+Wnl for - ::} x< -,
n n
n-l n-l
= L Wnk for --::} x< 1,
k-O n
n
= L Wnk for x = 1.
k-O
The total variations of gn are uniformly bounded by K +- 1 in view of
the inequality (A) given above. Moreover,
where B n! is the Bernstein polynomial of degree n approximating to I.
As B n! converge to I in the norm of F(I), it follows, in view of the conti-
nuity (implied by the fullness) of (/J that (/J(Bn! ) converges to (/J(/) as n
tends to infinity. Since gnU) converges for every I in F(I), the sequence
gl, g2, ... is implicitly convergent and hence determines an integrator core
G such that
G(/) = lim gn(/) = lim (/J(Bn! ) = (/J(/).
We have now proved the following theorem.
(1) (The intuitionist Riesz Representation Theorem) To
every lull linear [undional (/J 01 F(I) there corresponds an integrator core
G in BV(I) such that (/JU) = G(/) lor every I in F(l).
In particular, since every integrator in Gibson's sense docs define a full
linear functional of F(I), it is associated with an integrator core in the
sense of the definition given above.
(1') Equivalently, the dual space 01 the space F(I) is the space BV(I).
The classical theory knows no converse of the above theorem, for, the
space of all continuous functions on a closed bounded interval is not
reflexive classically, and no satisfactory natural analytic representation
of the dual space of the space of functions of bounded variation has
been given.
Intuitionistically, the situation is completely different as we shall
presently see: in this point the intuitionist theory is definitely superior
to the classical one.
Let (/J be a continuous full linear functional defined on the space BV(I)
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(which is continuous in the sense that it transforms implicitly convergent
sequences into convergent sequences of real numbers) defined on the
space BV(I).
In particular, rJ>(ha) is defined for each a, where ha is the function defined
above: we write rJ>(ha) = I(a). I(x) is a full function of the olosed unit
interval I.
Given any full integrator function g such that g(O) = 0, we construct
a sequence gl, gz, ... of integrators which implicitly converges to g as
follows:
1
gn(X) = 0 for O::l> X< -,
n
(1) 1 2= g - for - ::l> x < - ,n n n
( n - l ) n-l=g -n for-n:} x<l,
=g(l) for X= 1.
The implicit convergence of the sequence gl, gz, '" to the implicit limit
g is seen immediately, for, if u(x) is any full function of the closed unit
interval, then
which converges to g(u).
In particular, for the 1 found above,
which converges to g(f).
On the other hand, we have
gn= g(O) (ho-h(lln») +g (~) (h(lln) -h(Zln») + ...
... +g C: 1) (h(n-l/n) -hl)+g(l)hl
so that
rJ>(gn) = - g(O) (/(~) - 1(0)) - g (~) (I (~) -1(~)) - ...
... _g (n: 1) (/(1)-1 (n: 1)) +g(I)/(I).
In view of (3) of sec. 2., the above converges, as n tends to infinity,
and its limit is -/I(g)+/(I)g(I)=gI(f) since g(O)=O. However, in view
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of the assumed continuity of if>, if>(gll) converges to if>(g), so that if>(g) = g(f)
for every full integrator function g satisfying g(O) = 0. Since any full
integrator function g (even not satisfying g(O) = 0) is implicitly coincident
with a full integrator function vanishing at 0, we have if>(g) = g(f) for all
full integrator functions g. The relation if>(G) = G(f) for any integrator
core G now follows by the assumed continuity of if>. With this we have
proved:
(2) (The Intuitionist Converse of the Riesz Re p r es e u-
tation Theorem.) To every continuous full linear functional if> defined
on BV(l) there corresponds a full function f in P(J) such that if>(G)~G(f)
for every integrator core G in BV(J).
(2') Equivalently, the dual space of the space BV(I) is the space F(l),
so that the spaces F(l) and BV(I) are reflexive.
II. ApPLrCATIONS TO 'rHE THEORY OF :MOMENTS A~D TO SPECTRAL
ANALYSIS
5. The trigonometric moment problem
An integrator core G is said to be positive definite if O(f) 1::: 0 for every
non-negative-valued full function f. Clearly, the implicit limit of an im-
plicitly convergent sequence of positive definite integrators is again
positive definite.
The trigonometric moment problem is: given complex numbers Ck
(k ~ 0, ± 1, ± 2,:: 3, ... ) such that Ck O~ c-«, find a positive definite inte-
grator G on the interval [0, 2n] which we denote by 1, such that
cJ,;=Gj(ei k X ) (k~O, ± 1, ± 2, ... )
The classical solution proceeds as follows. Under certain conditions,
a sequence of monotone non-decreasing functions of uniformly bounded
variation is found and then Helly's selection principle is applied in order
to extract an essentially convergent subsequence, whose essential limit
is the desired integrator function. Helly's selection principle is directly
based on the classical theorem of Bolzano-Weierstrafl and is immediately
seen to be contradictory in the domain of intuitionism: the proof of this
fact is so similar to so many other proofs of the same nature already given
that we do not dwell upon it. However, the theory developed by us makes
the use of Helly's selection principle quite superfluous as we shall see
from the proof of the following theorem.
(1) In order that a positive definite integrator core G in BV(1) exist
satisfying
(k=O, ± 1, ± 2, ... ) where C-k=Ck
it is
a) necessary, that the non-negativity of the trigonometric sums
(n= 0,1,2, ... )
il
in the entire interval j implies the inequality
nL WkCk {:: 0;
k--n
b) 811lficient, that for every real number u the expressions
n ( 'k')4 (u) L 1 ~ e ikuCk~ II k --n (n~~1,2, ... )
are non-negative.
The necessity follows as in the classical theory, by remarking that the
existence of a positive definite G implies that
n
L WkCk = L wkG(e i k X) = G( L U'ke i kx)
k- -n
is non-negative.
We now proceed to establish b). As An(u) is non-negative, the functions
1 x
gn(x) = -2 S An(u)du
n 0
(n=1,2, ... )
are monotone non-decreasing and full so that they are positive definite
full integrator functions. Moreover,
so that gn(ei k X) converges as n tends to infinity for any k, which implies
that gn('J'(x)) converges for any trigonometric polynomial T(x).
The species of trigonometric polynomials is dense in the space of full
functions: the classical proof of this fact remains valid also intuitionistic-
ally after making some trivial modifications. Hence, given any full
function f, we can find trigonometric polynomials '1'1, '1'2, ... such that
')-m
Ilf- Tmll < --- for every m.
Co
Now gn(O) = 0, gn(2n) = Co, so that the total variation of any gn is calcu-
lable and equal to Co. Consequently, for any full function i. we have
Ign(f)1 :::j> collfll for any n.
Henee Ign(f) - gn(T m)l < 2-m.
Since gn(T m ) converges as n tends to infinity, we can find an N(m)
such that
so that
for every r> O.
Hence gl(f), g2(f), '" converges for every full function !, so that gl, gz, ...
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is implicitly convergent and determines an integrator core G, such that
for every k=O, ± 1, ± 2, ... , we have
G(eikx)= lim gn(eikX) = lim (1 - I~I) Ck = Ck,
(the limit being taken as n tends to infinity). Also, G, being the implicit
limit of positive definite integrators is itself positive definite.
6. Integral representation 01 a unitary operator
Let U be a unitary operator on the separable infinite-dimensional
Hilbert space H which consists of all complex sequences (Xl, Xz, .•. ) with
convergent [XI[Z + [xz[Z + .'" For any vector I of H, we write
(± k=O, 1,2, ... ),
so that
In this case
(where T = 1+ e-iuU +e-ZiuUz+ ... + e-(n-l)iUUn-l) as can be verified easily
(see [16], sec. 62.).
By the result of the previous section, we can determine a positive
definite integrator core Sf called the spectral integrator of the operator U,
such that
(k =O, ± 1, ± 2, ... )
By writing
Sf,g= HSj+g - Sf-g + iSj+ig - iSf-ig)
we obtain a complex valued spectral integrator Sf,g in BV(i) such that
Sf,g(eikx)= (Us], g).
Let Sf,g(X) be an integrator function associated with Sf,g and having
the property that Sf,g(O) = O.
For each X for which it is defined for every I, g in H, Sf,g(x) is a full
bilinear functional of I and g, for,
Sf,g(X) = Sg,J(x)
follows immediately from the definition, while
Salh+a2f2,g(x) = aISh,g(x) +aZSf2,g(X)
follows exactly as in the classical theory (see [16], sec. 62.).
The classical theory can now easily apply the Riesz representation
theorem for Hilbert spaces. This, however, is not permissible to us (cf. [10]).
We proceed as follows.
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7. The dual space 01 the separable Hilbert space
Let ifJ be a full linear functional of H. It is continuous and therefore
bounded as shown in [10], ch. 1. Then, denoting
el= (I, 0, 0, 0, ... ), ez=(O, 1,0,0, . .. ), ...
we consider the sequence of complex numbers
(ifJ(el), ifJ(ez), . ..).
For this sequence, lifJ(el)lz+ lifJ (ez)jz+ '" is bounded by Oz where 0 is
any bound of
lifJ(h)1lhi1-
for, for every n,
n n n n
ifJ( L ifJ(ek)ek) = L [ifJ(ek)[Z :t- 011 L ifJ(ek)ekll = O( L lifJ(ek)IZ)l
1 1 1 1
n
so that ( L lifJ(ek)IZ)t :t- 0 for every n. Also for any vector 1= L Xkek of H,
1
Conversely, if (aI, az, . .. ) is a sequence of complex numbers such that
lal lz+ lazlz+ ...... is bounded then
converges for every vector (Xl, Xz, ... ) of H and determines a full linear
functional of H. For, AZ {: °being a bound of lal lz+ lazlz+ "',
n+m n+m n+m
I 2 UkXkl :t- ( 2 lakIZ)I. ( 2 IXkIZ)l
n n n
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and this is
which tends to zero as n tends to infinity, in view of the convergence
of 2!Xk\z.
Denoting by H' the linear space of all sequences (a!, a2, ... ) with
bounded lal l2 + lazjz+ ..., we have
(1) The dual space 01 H is H'.
Conversely, given any full linear functional ifJ of H', we shall show
-- --
that it determines a vector (ifJ(el), ifJ(ez), .••) of H.
On the space H', we can define an Abstandsbeschrankung (see [11],
in particular, sec. 5.) 2 by specifying: n is in L (f, 0) (where 1 is the
vector (aI, az, . ..)) if
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The closed unit sphere of H' (which consists of all those vectors
(at, a2, ... ) for which lall2+ la212+... is bounded by 1) permits a cataloguing
of the first kind (see [3] and [11]). For, the species G1 of all vectors in
the closed unit sphere of H' with finitely many non-zero rational complex
components is dense in the closed unit sphere of H' with respect to 1.
Moreover, G1 can be approximated to any arbitrary degree of accuracy
with respect to 1, by the finite species G1' , G1" , G1/11, ... , where G1(n)
consists of all those vectors in G1 in which each component after the n-th
is zero, and each component is of the form (m1 +im2)4-n where m1 and m2
are integers. In view of the results established in [3] and [11], the closed
unit sphere of H' is "facherbar" (representable by means of a fan) with
respect to 2, and so every full complex-valued functional defined on the
closed unit sphere of H' possesses a supremum (see [6]).
In particular, ~ possesses a supremum II~II on the closed unit sphere
of H'. We have to show that the series
converges to 11~112, i.e., that given any k, we can indicate an n=n(k)
such that
111~112_ni~ 1~(ej)121<2-k for every m;;;.O. .. . . .. (1).
From the assertions (i) II~II < 2-k , and (ii) II~II > 2-k- 1, recognized as
valid, we choose exactly one. In case (i) has been chosen, the inequality
(1) holds for any value of n, since
n+m n+m __ n+m __ n+m
1 1~(ej)12 = I~( 1 ~(ej)ej)1 :} II~IIII 1 ~(ej)ejli = II~II( 1 1~(ej)12)1
1 1 1 1
so that
n+m
1 1~(ej)12:} 11~112
1
for every nand m, from which the inequality (1) immediately follows
in view of (i). However, in case (ii) has been chosen, ~ is apart from null,
and since ~ is also full on H, it assumes its supremum in view of [10],
ch. 1., sec. 4., and permits Riesz type representation by means of a
vector of H, which vector is immediately seen to be
(~(e1), ~(e2), ... )
so that 1~(e1)12+ 1~(e2)12+ ... converges to 11~1I2 from which fact the ex-
istence of an n(k) satisfying the inequality (1) immediately follows.
It will be noticed that in the course of the above discussion it has
become established that if a full linear functional of H possesses a supre-
mum then it permits a Riesz type representation by means of
(~(e1), ~(e2), ...... )
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which is a vector of H: this is a considerable strengthening of the results
obtained in [10], ch. 1., sec. 4.
We recall that in the course of the proof of (1) , it was established that
from the convergence of IXl/2+ [x212+ ... and the boundedness of [alI2+
+ la212+ ... the convergence of ihxl + a2x2 + ... follows, so that every
vector of H determines a full linear functional of H'. We have now proved:
(2) The dual space of H' is H.
Moreover,
(3) H' is the weak completion of H, since H' is weakly complete.
It is to be noticed that the inner product of every vector of H with
every vector of H' is defined, although the inner product of two arbitrary
vectors of H' is not necessarily defined.
Let T be any full linear operator of H into H. (Tg, f) is a full linear
functional of g, so that there exists a vector II of IJ' such that (Tg, f) =
= (g, h) for every g in H. The mapping which assigns to every f in H,
the vector II of H' is a full linear operator of H into H': it is called the
adjoint of T.
8. A nalysis of the spectral integrator
We resume the discussion of sec. 6. Since SI,g(x) is a full linear functional
of g, it follows that there exists a vector of H' which we denote by Exf
such that
SI,g(X) = (g, Exf)
i.e., Sf,g(X) = (Exf, g).
Since
SI,g(X) = Sg,/(x),
it follows that
(Exf, g) = (j, Exg) for any two vectors t, g of H;
so that Ex (which is a full linear operator of H into H') is self-adjoint.
We have now proved:
(1) (The intuitionistic Spectral Theorem) For any unitary
operator U of H, a spectral integrator Sl,g can be indicated such that
Sf,g(eikX) = (Ukf, g)
for any k=O, ± 1, ± 2, ... and any two vectors t. g of H. If the corresponding
integrator function SI,g(X) is defined for a certain x for all values of i. g,
then a self-adjoint full linear operator Ex of H into H' can be indicated
such that
S"g(X) = (Exf, g).
I am very grateful to Prof. Dr. A. Heyting for constantly encouraging
me to work by showing an active interest in what I do as well as by
letting me have the advantage of his constructive criticism. In order to
express my deep gratitude for this, as well as for all that he has done
for me in the past by way of guidance, and for all that I owe to him,
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I am dedicating this article to him on his seventieth birthday with my
best wishes.
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